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6.00 BIAS SPRING POSITION

6.01 The ringer is shipped with the bias spring
in the high (outside) notch. Table B indi-

cates the proper position of the bias spring for the
various classes of service.

Correct bias spring tension has been set
at tlte factory. Do not bend bias spring.

6.02 After completing work, obtain a ringing
test according to local instructions. Check

for bell taps while dialing.

6.03 If bell taps with bias spring in low notch
and the ringer properly connected, move

bias spring to high notch. Repeat ringing test. If
ringer fails to operate properly, change ringer.
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MAINTENANCE

On a maintenance visit where the ringer
fails to operate properly, proceed as follows :

1. Check air gap at armature for dirt or for-
eign material and clean if necessary.

2. Make sure all connections are tight and
correct.

3. See that all wires are dressed so that they
do not interfere with the operation of the
ringer.

4. If 548A capacitor is open or shorted, re-
place it through opening in bottom of metal
base.

5. If ringer stil l does not operate properly or
if coil is open or shorted, replace complete
ringer.
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TABTE B

BIAS SPRING POSITION

Clqss of Service Biqs
Spring Notch

Remorks

Bridged
Ringing
Service

Individual line and
PBX stations

High

When three or more ringers are bridged
across line and operation is not satisfac-
tory, bias spring may be placed in low
notch on all ringers. If condition is not
corrected, change ringer.

Nonselective party lines Low

Grounded
Ringing
Service

2-parly flat and
message rate

High

4-party semiselective High

Where five ringers are connected between
same side of line and ground and op-
eration is not satisfactory, bias spring
may be placed in low notch on all ringers
on that side of line..If condition is not
corrected, change ringer.

4-party selective,
8-party semiselective, and
Divided code

Low

If ringer buzzes on short-loop installations
when the party of opposite polarity on
same side of line is being called, place
bias spring in high-tension notch. If
ringer stil l buzzes or fails to ring, change
ringer.
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